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Project NariCan (stands for Women Can in Hindi) seeks to help rural women in
Northern India secure financial security through social entrepreneurship. We
have been able to partner with Ramjas College in India. Ramjas have a current
project where they sell bags that women entrepreneurs make through
recycled textiles. We then take these products and sell them online in the
GTA area. Doing this increases the profit of these bags significantly.

WHAT IS NARICAN?

275INR
=

4.56CAD

12CAD

180CAD
TO

1800CAD

In India the bags that the female entrepreneurs make sell
for 275 Indian Rupees which is the equivalent to about

4.56 Canadian dollars. However, the bags that the women
create are worth much more than that. 

We knew in Canada, we could raise the price and these
tote bags would still sell. We have priced them at 20

Canadian dollars. In profit, entrepreneurs will make 12
Canadian dollars per bag. 

The female entrepreneurs currently make 180 Canadian
dollars a year. If we sell the same amount of bags, these

female entrepreneurs stand to make a hundred times that
original amount. 
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PROJECT A.F.F.I.R.M
Alliance For Female Indigenous

Resources and Mentorship

Project AFFIRM (Alliance for Female Indigenous Resource Mentorship) is a project
which intends to focus specifically on empowering and aiding young Indigenous girls in

achieving financial security. This year (2020-2021) we have been able to create a
website which also focuses as a resource and research hub. With this website we

intend to strengthen community through sharing of resources, community information,
and events. Our target audience is specifically young girls who are in secondary school.
Therefore we include resources on co-op placements, events, allyship and mentorship

assistance, grants, scholarships, post-secondary school options.

BOOKS
PODCASTS

POST-
SECONDADRY

MENTAL 
HEALTH

COMMUNITY
SUPPORT

While this section may be called "books and podcasts" this is a very
narrow definition. This section of the hub encompasses all resources

(not included in community support) that is beneficial to our target
audience. We have information on finances, business, career goals,

and more.

RESOURCE HUB BREAKDOWN

The post-secondary section of the hub focuses on paths that
Indigenous youth can take after they graduate from highschool. It
gives information on scholarships, program requirements, co-ops,

and support services on these campuses. 

The mental health crisis amongst Indigenous populations is
significantly higher than the rest of the Canadian population.

Therefore, this section encompasses all things "wellness" so that
youth can take care of their mind, body, and soul.

This section of the hub focuses on support that youth may find in their
new community. As youth move to new areas, it can be daunting.

Community Support will hopefully make this transition a little easier. 



NEXT STEPS FOR
HUMBER PROJECTS

E N A C T U S  H U M B E R

Create and finalize new
partnership with ARSD
college in India
Being a new iteration of
NariCan with ARSD
Continue to sell and
market current products
Focus on building
relationships with stores
in the GTA

1.

2.

3.

4.

Finalize the resource hub,
and solidify the user
experience
Create partnerships with
friendship centres and
other Indigenous centres in
GTA
Establish mentorship
project 
Build entrepreneurship
workshops and webinars

1.

2.

3.

4.


